Horizon is a very modern handle in the Reynaers range. The sleek design makes it ideal in combination with any type of window or door. The handle is characterized by the horizontal detail which gives it a very special effect.
A handle with a long cover plate or a short cover with cylinder cover.

H: 221 mm  
D: 71 mm  
W: 140 mm

A handle with a long cover plate or a short cover with cylinder cover, ideal for roll down shutters.

H: 221 mm  
D: 30 mm  
W: 140 mm

**FEATURES**

**Surface treatment:** anodized or powder coated  
**Colors:** when powder coated, there is a choice of more than 250 RAL colours  
**Uses:** doors, sliding doors, inward opening windows (side hung, bottom hung, turn-tilt, tilt-turn)

* Sliding door handles are only available for the systems CP 130 and CP 155.